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1. INTRODUCTION 
In recent years, the traditional processes of umbra1 calculus have been 
clothed in modern garb by Rota and his co-workers (e.g., see [14], and 
also [ 131). It seems that this machinery can provide a useful alternative 
framework for some of the more combinatorial aspects of algebraic 
topology, in particular for recent computations in the MU and BP theory 
Adams-Novikov spectral sequences (e.g., see [lo]). Indeed, several for- 
mulae of umbra1 calculus have, over the years, been reproved by 
topologists apparently unaware of their earlier umbra1 existence. 
To understand such connections, we must first extend the Roman-Rota 
umbra1 calculus to a more general setting, where we work over a graded 
ring rather than a field. This involves, as Joni and Rota suggest [7], work- 
ing in a more algebraic context and incorporating ideas from Hopf algebra 
and formal group theory. It is the purpose of this document to begin such a 
programme of extension and to prepare the ground for subsequent 
applications. 
In Section 2 we set up our notation of graded rings and associated 
modules, well known to topologists, but maybe less so to others. We also 
note the ironic fact that traditional umbra1 notation is especially useful 
throughout our work. 
First, we introduce the central concept of d-operators in Section 3, tak- 
ing care to choose the binomial coalgebra E,[x] as the domain of 
definition. The umbra1 algebra also appears here for the first time. 
In Section 4 we define the notions of E-coalgebra and E-algebra, which 
are fundamental to our theme of extending d-operators to isomorphisms, 
and describe the basic examples A(E) and E[ Cd]]. The universal proper- 
ties enjoyed by these constructions are displayed in Section 5, along with 
the idea of the power map, important in later computations. 
To study the torsion free part of ,4(E), we work over the rationals in 
Section 6, and thereby exhibit the penumbral coalgebra 17(E) of E. This is 
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so named because it may be characterised in terms of umbrally numerical 
polynomials: and also in the hope that our description is somewhat less 
shadowy than certain of the original umbra1 developments! 
In fact the penumbral coalgebra forms the arena in which many of the 
more familiar formulae of the Roman-Rota umbra1 calculus may still be 
identified. We thus devote Section 7 to expounding such formulae, and it is 
here that the E-Bernoulli numbers first come into view. 
In Section 8 we examine the idea of Leibniz d-operators, and the 
associated Hopf algebra structure on A(E). It is here that formal group 
theory begins to play a significant role. The universal d-operator @ and its 
Leibniz extension U follow naturally in Section 9, where the Bell 
polynomials may also be recognised. 
We perform our serious calculations in Section 10, using much of our 
earlier material to generalise von Staudt’s famous theorems concerning the 
classical Bernoulli numbers. 
Finally, in Section 11, we offer a frivolous generalisation of Fermat’s last 
theorem. Although this admits a simple solution, it seems not impossible 
that it may suggest a constructive approach to organising the difficulties of 
the traditional Fermat problem. 
To professional umbralists, some parts of our material and emphasis 
may seem obscure and inelegant, whilst others appear unnecessarily 
laboured. Moreover, much of our notation may differ, both qualitatively 
and by factorial quantities, from that to which they are used. The excuse 
remains that our prime motivation is to survey the route for topological 
applications. Our current plan is to complete such a survey by means of 
three further parts, now in preparation. These are: 
II several variables and symmetrisation, 
III torsion, localisation, and typification, 
IV double d-operators. 
A significant proportion of IV has already appeared in disguise in a 
preprint of Baker [3], and we shall offer there umbra1 versions of results 
such as the Hattori-Stong theorem, and the Kummer congruences for 
generalised Bernoulli numbers. For the moment, we suggest that the crucial 
aspects of this first part are the study of A(E) via the penumbral coalgebra, 
and the omnibus von Staudt Theorem 10.24. 
There are many open ends here, whose tying up should be of interest to 
topologists. For example, the work of Mullin and Rota [ll] hints at the 
possibility of a combinatorial description for the universal associated 
polynomials of Section 9. This we would like to see. 
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2. NOTATION 
Throughout, we use the language and notation of graded commutative 
rings and their modules. This is described in full detail, for example, in [S]. 
To summarise, E, will always stand for a ring with identity, graded by 
dimension. Thus 
E,= 6 Ek, 
k=-cc 
and the multiplication satisfies Ej- EjG Ei++ Vi, j. We assume that E, is 
locally finite, i.e., each E, is finitely generated as an abelian group. 
The torsion subgroup &k E Ek gives a quotient $p = Ekf &k such that 
Hence TE* = @p= _ o. TEk is the torsion ideal in E,, and 
E, r &* 0 FE* with FE* = E,/&, . 
If an ungraded ring R is given, such as R = Z, we shall define R, by 
Rk= 
R, k=O 
0, k#O. 
Our modules M, over E, will also be graded by dimension, and locally 
finite. Further, we shall require that they be augmented, so that 
where E, is the summand of scalars. Homomorphisms of such modules 
must preserve this summand. 
For any ring R such as Z/n, Q, or Z(,.,) (the p local integers), we define 
ER,=R@,zE,, 
MR,=ER, B&f*, 
and refer to these as E, and M, with R coeSjicients. 
We write E* = Hom,*(E, E,) for the dual of E,. Thus there is an 
isomorphism E, z E* specified by 
XHfx s.t. fx( 1) = x. 
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If x has dimension k, then we insist that Jr has dimension -k, i.e., 
Ek= EPk, Vk. 
Similarly, we let M* denote the dual of M,, graded in the corresponding 
fashion. Since 
M* is also augmented. 
If L, is a free E,-module, then the torsion submodule TL, is given by 
and FL* = L,/,L, satisfies FL* z FE*@L*. The analogous results are 
true for L*. 
Finally, we remark that we shall regularly have recourse to traditional 
umbra1 notation, as described, for example, in Riordan [ 12, p. 271. This 
takes the form of a proviso such as mk = xk at the end of each line where the 
notation is used: we trust it is self-explanatory. 
3. ~-OPERATORS 
Our starting point is the binomial coalgebra E,[x] (see [7]). This is the 
free E,-module with basis 1, x, x2,..., where x is a formal indeterminate of 
dimension 2. The binomial coproduct is given by 
6x” = i n k=Ok Xk@xn-k. (> 
A typical element of E,[x] will be written as a polynomial 
NOW write Op*=,Horn~*(E,[~], E*[x]) for the graded ring of 
operators on E,[x] under composition. This is topologised by insisting 
that Tk + 0 if 
Vn 2 0, 3k(n) st. k > k(n) =S Tk(xm) = 0 
for all m <n. We list some elements of Op* which will play a leading role. 
EXAMPLES 3.1. (i) DE Op’ is the differentiation operator specified by 
Dx” = nx” - I, Vn. 
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(ii) DCij E Op*’ is the operator specified by 
1 
0, i>n 
D(i)x” = 
n 
0 
n-i 
i x 3 
i<n. 
(iii) Let CI= (aI, a,,...) be a sequence of elements in E,. Then 
eaD E Op* is the umbra1 translation operator specified by 
emDxn=(l +~1,D(,~+01~f)(~)+ ... ) x” 
=(x+Lx)“, uk E a k. 
(iv) eaD- 1 is the umbra1 difference operator, specified by 
(eaD - l)Xn=(X+rx)“-xXn, ak=ak 
Observe that if E, is torsion-free we may meaningfully write DCij = P/i!. 
We can now describe a particularly important set of operators. 
DEFINITION 3.2. Let d= (1, dl, $2 ,..., dk,...) be a sequence of elements in 
E, satisfying 
dk~-%k, k = 1, 2,... . 
We call 4 a A-sequence, and the operator A =e4D- 1 GOP* the 
corresponding A-operator. 
Thus 
Ax” = (x + 4)” - xn, 4”=&-1. 
Simple examples of A-operators and their corresponding A-sequences are 
given by 
EXAMPLES 3.3. (i) Any E, ; and A = D, +& = ( 1, 0,O ,... ). 
(ii) E, = Z[u, u-l], with UE E,; and 
A = (eUD - 1 )/u, f$=(l,u, uz )...) uk )... ). 
We shall label this E, as K,. 
(iii) E, = h[4,, d2,...], with dk E E,,; and 
A=e”D-l, d = (1, 41, 42,-7 dk,-*), 
We shah label this E, as CD*. 
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We shall utilise the dual algebra HomgJE, [xl, E,) of linear finctionals 
on E,[x]. Following [14] we shall refer to this as the umbra1 algebra, and 
label it E*((D)) because of Lemma 3.4. As usual, if SE E*((D)), we denote 
f(p(x)) E E, by (fl p(x)). A standard result is 
LEMMA 3.4. E*((D)) is isomorphic to the direct summand of Op* 
generated by DC1), DC2) ,..., DCi ,,..., which is a divided power algebra. Thus 
E*((DWE*W+,,, Dczj,..., Dci,...ll/4 
where Z is the ideal generated by the relations 
Proof: It is sufficient to remark that the triangle of linear maps 
E*(P)) - E*(P)) 
is commutative. Here 
o(f)= f Cut-1 xk> DC,,, W-E E*(W)) 
k=O 
and E* is induced by the augmentation E: E, [x] + E,, where &p(x) = p(0). 
Clearly, cr maps the product dual to 6 into the composition product in 
Op*, and its image inherits the standard divided power series topology. 
The isomorphism enables us to think of a divided power series f(D) = 
CF=“=o a,D+t, as either an operator or a functional and gives rise to the usual 
formulae 
6) f(D)= f (AD 
k=O 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
(VI 
P(X)= f CD,,, I P(X)> Xk, 
k=O 
<f(D) I P(X)> = Cf(D)~b)l,=o (3.5) 
<f(D)g(D) I P(X)> = (f(D) I g(D)p(x)k 
<f(D)dD) I xn)= t ; 
0 
(f(D) I xk>(gW I x~-~), 
k=O 
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for all f(D), g(D)EOp* and p(x) E .E*[x] (cf. [14]). In short, 1, D(i), 
Dc2),..., and 1, x, x2 ,..., are dual bases. 
Bearing 3.4 in mind, if Q is a d-sequence we refer to the series 4(D) = 
e@ - 1 as a A-series, and to the corresponding functional (Q(D) 1 ) as a 
A-functional. It is useful to employ (3.5)(ii) and designate 
<edD Ip(x)> = CeWx)l,=0 
= b(~+4)lx=o=P(~h 4k-dk-l (3.6) 
as the umbra1 substitution functional. So 
(4(D) I P(X)> = ~(4) - P(O). (3.7) 
Observe that umbra1 substitution may be iterated t times, t = 1, 2,..., to 
give 
<e’@ I P(X) > = p(t#), (3.8) 
where (td)k is evaluated as 
Let .AoHomz (E*((D)), E*((D))), 
phism of multiplilation by A. 
signify the continuous homomor- 
PROPOSITION 3.9. The adjoint of A is A* = .A. 
Prooj By definition of A*, for any f(D) E E*((D)), 
<A*f(D) I P(X)> = <f(D) I44x)). 
So A*f(D) = A .f(D) by (3.5)(iv). 
All the modules we have discussed are free over E*. Therefore if we fac- 
tor out by rE*, many of the above concepts simplify accordingly. For 
example, the umbra1 algebra reduces to ,E*((D)), the classical divided 
power series algebra over FE* on DC1), whilst (3.5)(ii) becomes the familiar 
MacLaurin expansion 
P(X)= kzo ; [Dk~‘p(x)lx=o. 
It is important to record that umbra1 composition (see [ 141) still works 
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well in the divided power setting. To describe this, given a A-operator A = 
e@D - 1 = 4(D) we define new operators ACi, E E*‘((D)) as follows. 
Let j = (jr ,..., j,), k = (k, ,..., k,) E 0, Z be integral vectors, with 
k, + . . . + k, = i. Then choose 
i (j.k)! 
dijkcmy, (j,!)k, #k-lEEj.k-i 
and 
A,;,=c& i 
.( 1 j k z! k, ,..., k, 
dijkD(j.k). (3.10) 
It is simple arithmetic to check that A,i, does indeed lie in E*‘((D)), and 
that 
Moreover, (3.10) implies that 
Aci)-D(i)mod(D(;+,,,D(,+2),...) (3.11) 
so the elements A,,,, A,,, ,..., A, ,,,..., constitute an E,-basis for the umbra1 
algebra. 
Now suppose given a second A-operator A’ = eli/O - 1 = I/I(D). Then the 
umbra1 composition A’0 A is given by 
A+$,A,,,+ ... +I/~~A,~,+ ... =$0&D). (3.12) 
PROPOSITION 3.13. The set of A-operators forms a group with respect to 
umbra1 composition. 
Proof: Clearly A 0 A’ is another A-operator, by (3.11). 
Applying (3.11) once more, there exist elements &i E E2i such that 
i.e., (1, $,, & ,...) is a A-sequence such that $0 d(D) = D; or, writing 
A= e@ - 1= 4(D), such that do A = D. Hence each A has a compositional 
inverse A, which we label the conjugate of A (to avoid confusion later). 
Associativity is trivial. 
The description of 2 above is a version of the Lagrange inversion for- 
mula (see [14]), and the 4;s can be found by solving linear recurrences. 
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Thus, for example, 
and 
qsiE -& mod monomials in q5i ,..., c$- i . 
To conclude, we offer an alternative description of the umbra1 algebra. 
LEMMA 3.14. E*((D)) is isomorphic to the subalgebra of Op* consisting 
of those operators which commute with D(,,, Dfzj,.... 
Proof: This is a straightforward adaptation of the usual argument; see, 
e.g., [13, 2.2.7-J 
By (3.11) it leads to the same conclusion with A(,,, A(*),..., replacing 
DC,,, D,z,,.... 
4. E-COALGEBRAS AND E-ALGEBRAS 
Henceforth we will often write E = (E,, A) for a pair consisting of a 
graded ring E, and a A-operator A E E*((D)). It is then convenient also to 
refer to E as a A-operator. Since the scalars E, Q E*[x] always lie in 
ker A, we shall regard A as an operator E,[x] + E,[x]. 
Our underlying philosophy is that we wish to define a normalised 
umbra1 shift (see [16]), or integral, for E. This involves constructing a 
setting in which we can invert A, since normally A fails to be an 
isomorphism (see Examples 4.2). 
First, we make 
DEFINM~N 4.1. An E-coalgebra is a triple R = (R, , A, r) consisting of 
an E,-coalgebra R,, an isomorphism A~Hom~.*(i?,, R,), and a 
coalgebra map r: E,[x] -+ R, which makes commutative the diagram 
* 
A 
E,Cxl I R * 
Dually, an E-algebra is a triple S = (S*, A*, s) consisting of a topological 
E*-algebra S*, a continuous isomorphism A* E Hom,*(S*, s*), and a con- 
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tinuous algebra map s: S* -P E*((D)) which makes commutative the 
diagram 
E*(P)) & s* 
We insist that the topology should satisfy (A*)” (S*) + 0 in s* as n + co. 
An J-operator for E is the inverse operator 
for some E-coalgebra R, whilst an adjoint j-operator for E is the con- 
tinuous operator 
I 
E*=(d*)-l: s*-+S* 
for some E-algebra S. 
We give two simple examples: more complex and interesting cases will 
have to wait until Section 6. 
EXAMPLES 4.2. (i) Let E = (Z/2, D). Since Dx2 = 2x = 0, D is neither a 
monomorphism nor an epimorphism. Dually, D* acts on h/2((D)) by 
D*D,k, = 
D (k+ l), k even 
o 
7 k odd. 
Now choose 
S*=Z/2[[w]] with w”+O as n+co, 
where w  has dimension 2, so that S* is a topological algebra over Z/2. 
Define D* on S* by D*wk = wk+l, k = 0, 1, 2,..., and let s: S* + 2/2((D)) 
be specified by 
s( Wk) = D(l), k=l 
0, otherwise. 
Clearly D*os=soD*. 
Hence (S*, D*, s) is an E-algebra, since D*: S* + s* is visibly an 
isomorphism, and (D*)" wk= wk+" + 0 as n + 03 for each k=O, 1,2 ,.... 
Observe that 5: wk + ’ = wk is an adjoint J-operator for E. 
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(ii) Let H= (Z, D), so that D is a monomorphism but not an 
epimorphism in Z[x]. 
Choose R, to be the divided power coalgebra Z{ 1, x, x2/2! ,,.., Y/n! ,... }, 
with coproduct 
and let D(x”/n ! ) = x” - ‘/(n - 1) !. Then (R, D, r) is an H-coalgebra, where 
r: Z[x] + R, is the natural inclusion. 
Clearly JH xn/n! = x”+ ‘/(n + 1 )! is an J-operator for H. 
We now demonstrate that nontrivial E-coalgebras and algebras may 
always be constructed. 
Start by assembling a free E,-module 
A(E), = E,{bo”, bf ,..., bf ,... }, 
on generators b,E, where b,E has dimension 2n. Turn this into an 
I?,-coalgebra by taking the coproduct 
6bf= f b,E@bb,Epk, 
k=O 
(4.3) 
augmentation or counit &(xk>,o pkbE)= po, and define a linear map 
EA:,4(E)*+A(E)* by EAb,E=bf-I ifnal, EAb,E=O. 
Finally, construct a linear map i: E,[x] + A(E), by the rule 
$4x) = f <Ak I P(X)> 47. 
k=O 
(4.4) 
Then we have 
THEOREM 4.5. A(E) = (A(E),, EA, i) is un E-coalgebru. 
Proof. That EA:A(E)* + A(E), is an isomorphism is immediate from 
the definition. 
To prove that i is a coalgebra map, note that, for each n 
i@iodx”=i@i i n 
0 
x’@x”-’ 
r=O r 
n--r 
(A” 1 x’) b;@ 1 (A’ I x”-‘> bf by (4.4) 
t=o 
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(A” ) x’)(A’-‘1 -x”-~) b:Ob,lE_.r 
= f i (A’[ x”)bf@b;-, by (3.5)(v) 
j=O .s=O 
= 6 0 ix”. by (4.3). 
It remains to verify that “A u i = io A. But VP(X) E E,[x], 
“Aoip(x)= f. (Ak 
k=l 
I P(X)) bkE- 1 by (4.4) 
= kg0 <Ak I Apt-y)) bk” by (3.5)(iv) 
= io Ap(.u) as sought. 
To furnish ourselves with a nontrivial E-algebra, we can now simply 
dualise 4.5. This requires a little preparation. 
Write Ap* = Horn: (A(E),, A(E),) for the graded ring of operators on 
A(E), under composiiion. This is topologised by insisting that Tk + 0 if 
vn 3 0, X(n) S.t. k>k(?Z)* T,(b,)=O 
for all m <n. Clearly each power EAk lies in Ap2k. We have the following 
analogue of 3.4. 
LEMMA 4.6. A(E)* is isomorphic to the direct summund of Ap* 
generated by EA, EA2,.... Thus 
A(E)*zE*[[~A]], 
the power series ring with the standard topology. 
Proof: It is sufficient to remark that the triangle of linear maps 
4-V 1 A(E)* 
is commutative. Here 
a(f)== c (flbkE)EAk, Vf EA(E)* 
k=O 
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and E, is induced by the augmentation E: A(E), + E,, where EbF= 1 or 0, 
as k=O or k>O. 
As before, this isomorphism enables us to think of a power series 
f( Ed) = Ckm_,, uk EAk as either an operator or a functional, and gives rise to 
the usual formulae, analogous to (3.5). We write p(b) = C,“=, pjb,E for an 
arbitrary element of A(E), . 
6) II%= f (f(“A) I b,f> EAkt 
k=O 
(ii) p,=(EhW), 
(iii) ME4 I p(b)) = ~.f(EA)P(@l+=o,kso, (4.7) 
(iv) MEAME4 Ii@)) = WEA) I dE4pW~ 
(VI U(EAk(EA) I b,E) = i (f(“A) I bk”)(g(EA) 1 b,E-,), 
k=O 
for all f( EA), g(EA) E Ap*. In short, 1, EA, EA2 ,..., and 1, bf, bf: ,..., are dual 
bases. 
This guides us to our dualisation of 4.5. 
LEMMA 4.8. The adjoint i*: E* [[“A]] -P E*((D)) of the coalgebra map 
i: E*[x] + A(E), is the continuous homomorphism specified by 
i* EAm = A”, m = 0, l,.... 
Proof: 
(i* EA” ) x”) = ( EA” ) ix”) 
= kro <Ak I x”> b:) by (4.4) 
= (A” I x”) for all n Q m. 
The continuity of i* is automatic. 
From now on, in the light of 4.8, we shall write EA simply as A, and 
regard i* = j as the identification of the two. So we can state 
THEOREM 4.9. E[[A]] = (E*[ [A]], A*,j) is an E-algebra. 
Proof That jo A* = .A 0 j, and that 
A*: E*[ [A]] --, E*[ [A]] 
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is a continuous isomorphism, are immediate consequences of the properties 
of A. 
Note from (4.7)(iv), and by comparison with 3.9, that A* =.A on 
E*[[A]]. Thus (A*)“E*[[A]]=(A”)+O as n+ co. 
PROPOSITION 4.10. The j-operator jE: A(E), --+ AI(E), satisfies 
fE bf- 1 = b:, whilst its adjoint is the isomorphism 
.A-‘: E*CCAlJ -E*ECAll 
of division by A. 
ProoJ: Use the constructions of 4.5 and 4.9. 
So we have precisely mimicked the work of Yang [16], if we consider A 
as his normalised backward umbra1 shift, and SE as his normalised umbra1 
shift. In this analogy, we are implicitly assuming 
DEFINITION 4.11. The elements b,E of A(E), are called the normalised 
associated sequence of E. 
In similar vein, we can employ any fixed unit 
g=g(A)=l+a,A+ ... +a,A”+ ..., a,EEe2”, 
gEEo[[A]], to define 
sfE= g-‘b,E&(E)z,, (4.12) 
called the Sheffer sequence for the pair (g, E). Of course, sFE gives a set of 
E,-generators for A(E),. 
The connection with the classical associated and Sheffer sequences for A 
(e.g., see [14]) will become clearer in Section 6. For now, remark that the 
coproduct (4.3) is the precursor of the normalised binomial-better called 
divided power-properties of these sequences. 
So far as examples of ,4(E) are concerned, they too must wait until we 
have developed a computational procedure in Section 6. Suffice it to say at 
this point that the divided power coalgebra (Z( 1, X, x2/2!,..., x”/n!,...), D, r) 
is A(E) for E= (Z, D) - see 6.7(i). Also x”/n! = b,E in this case. 
5. UNIVERSALITY AND POWER MAPS 
Having constructed specific nontrivial E-coalgebras and -algebras in Sec- 
tion 4, we now show that they are, in a certain sense, universal. 
For this we need a new concept. 
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DEFINITION 5.1. Given two E-coalgebras R’ and R2, a homomorphism 
f: R’ + R2 is an E,-coalgebra map f: R: --f R: which makes commutative 
the diagram 
E*Cxl 
R:, f ‘R: 
Dually, given two E-algebras S1 and S2, a homomorphism g: S, --, S2 is a 
continuous E,-algebra map g: ST + S: which makes commutative the 
diagram 
E*(P)) 
In either situation, an isomorphism is a homomorphism with an inverse. 
It is important to remember when working with these definitions that a 
homomorphism of E,-coalgebras or -algebras will always preserve the 
summand of scalars, 
Recalling the definition of universality, for example, from [9], we have 
THEOREM 5.2. A(E) is a universal E-coalgebra. Thus, for any 
E-coalgebra R = (R, A, r) there is a unique homomorphism i? A(E) + R. 
Proof: Let b, E wzn be the element uniquely and inductively specified by 
Ab, = b,- 1, with b,, = 1. Then define ? A(E), + R, by extending 
linearly over E,. 
i;(b;) = b,, n = 0, 1, 2 )...) 
Clearly F satisfies 5.1, and is unique in so doing. 
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As with any universal construction, the specified properties ensure that 
A(E) is unique up to isomorphism. Moreover, 5.2 ensures that the 
associated sequence b,E for E (see 4.11) is prototypical, in that it maps in a 
unique way onto any other potential associated sequence. 
The dual of 5.2 requires formulating with a little care, because the maps 
act in the opposite direction. Also, as we are allowing nonfree E,-modules, 
there is no exact correspondence between E-coalgebras and E-algebras. 
THEOREM 5.3. E[ [A]] is a universal E-algebra. Thus, for any E-algebra 
S = (S*, A*, s) there is a unique homomorphism S: S + E[ [A]]. Further, S is 
split. 
Proof. Choose c E S*, and let 
c = co + e, in s* @E*. 
Then define e, E E* inductively and uniquely by 
Then set 
A*(c,+e,)=c,-,, n = 1, 2,.... (5.4) 
S(c)=eO+e,A+ ... +e,A”+ ... in E*[ [A]]. 
This is the only choice for S(c) which ensures that So A* = A 0 S, so it 
remains to check that 
E*(P)) 
;i \ 
E*CCAll s 5-e 
commutes, and that S is continuous, so as to satisfy 5.1. 
To this end, let U, E S* be the sequence 
u,=e,+A*(e,+A*(e,+ ... +A*e,)...)). 
Then from (5.4), c-uu,=(A*)“c,. But (A*)“c,+O as n-rco, SO u,+c: 
and by continuity, s( u,) --t s(c). However, 
s(u,)=e,+A(e,+A(e,+ ... +Ae,,)...)). 
Thus 
s(c)=e,+e,A+ ... +e,A”+ ... 
=joS(c) as sought. 
The continuity of S is elementary to check. 
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To split 3;, we require a homomorphism t: E[ [A]] -P S satisfying So t = 1. 
This is provided immediately by insisting that 
t(A”) = A” * 1 in S’“. 
We can summarize the last statement by saying that E[[A]] is a direct 
summand of S. 
In future, certain self-maps of E-coalgebras and -algebras will play an 
important role, and it is convenient to introduce them here. They are 
related to formal group theory, and will resurface in Section 8. 
We shall write 
P: E,Cxl +E,Cxl, P: E*(V)) + E*((D)) 
for the maps defined, respectively, by 
where p E H. 
Xc*PX, D++pO 
DEFINITION 5.5. A pth power map on A(E) is a coalgebra map [p] 
making commutative the diagram 
&Cxl 2 A(E), 
P 
I I 
CPI 
E,[xl 2 A(E) * 
or dually, is an algebra map [p] making commutative the diagram 
E*CCAll j ’ E*(P)) 
CPI 
I I 
P 
E*CCAll j E*(P)) 
Then [p] A is a power series in A called a p-series for E. 
EXAMPLE 5.6. K= (K.,., (eUD - 1)/u) (see 3.3) admits pth power maps 
for each p. The p-series is given by 
[p] A = (cup” - 1)/u 
= ((1 +~A)~-lj)/u 
P =pA+ 2 uA2+ ... +up-‘Ap. 
0 
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6. THE PENUMBRAL COALGEBRA 
In this section we initiate a closer study of the E-coalgebra A(E) by con- 
centrating on its free part: the torsion constituent is more complicated, and 
we defer its discussion until III. 
Recall from Section 2 that there is an E,-module projection E, -++ FE*. 
This in turn spawns a coalgebra epimorphism E,[x] -++ $*[x], and 
since the given d-operator restricts to an endomorphism of rE*[x], we 
obtain a quotient d-operator 
FA: $*CxI + &*CxI, 
written FE = (FE*, FA). 
We shall also need the d-operator created from E by applying @Q, i.e., 
AOl: ~,[x]OQ-)E,[x]OQ. 
This we will abbreviate to EQ = (EQ,, od). Since .A is visibly an 
isomorphism, EQ [x] = (EQ, [x], .A, 1) is an EQ-coalgebra. 
It is now a simple matter to establish that there are isomorphisms 
J(E) = A(&), A(E)@QzA(EQ) (6.1) 
and also that there is an E-coalgebra epimorphism A(E) -H A( FE), 
obtained by factoring out ,-4(E),. 
These all have dual E-algebra counterparts, which are more obvious but 
less useful to us. Thus, for example, there is an epimorphism 
.GCAll- &CCF~ll? 
resulting from factoring out TE*. 
Since A F , .A, and A are all related in the expected fashion, it is con- 
venient to label them all as A, and allow the context to identify which we 
are using. 
We shall now examine J(E) more closely. 
LEMMA 6.2. The natural map 
.i: EQ + A(EQ) 
is an isomorphism of EQ-coalgebras. 
Proof. Using (6.1) it suffices to establish that 
i@l: E,[x]@Q+A(E),@Q 
is an EQ,-module isomorphism. But E*[x] @Q is free over EQ, on 
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generators 1, x, x2 ,..., and by 4.5, A(E),@Q is free over EQ, on 
generators b,E, bf, bf ,.... Moreover, ix” = n ! bf modulo b,E_ , , b,E_ 2 ,..., by 
(4.4). So i@ 1 is indeed an isomorphism. 
COROLLARY 6.3. We may identfy ,A(E) with an E-subcoalgebra 
WE) = (WE),, A, ~1 ofEQCxl. 
Proof Since ,A(E), + A(E), 0 Q is a monomorphism, we take 17(E), 
to be the image of the composite 
P 
,Ak), - A(E), @CL g A(ECP), -Qi-:. E&x,, 
and let ‘II = p 0 i: E,[x] + EQ,[x], which is the natural inclusion. 
DEFINITION 6.4. 17(E), and in particular the E,-coalgebra n(E), , will 
be called the penumbral coalgebra of E. A polynomial p(x) E n(E), will be 
called penumbral. 
Thus to characterise A(,E) we should, by 6.3, uncover a practicable test 
for penumbral polynomials. With this aim in view, let us refer back to the 
umbra1 substitution functional of (3.7), which constructs 
p(@)EE*, t = 0, 1, 2 ,..., A = e@ - 1, 
for each p(x) E E,[x]. 
Now if we take 
q(x)=qo+q1x+ .** +qnxn, q,EEQ’,, 
as a generic polynomial in EQ,[x], we can similarly form q(td) E E&p,. If 
q(x) is such that 
dtd)EE*cEQ*, t = 0, 1) 2 )...) 
we shall call q(x) umbrafly numerical. 
THEOREM 6.5. A polynomial q(x) E EQ,[x] is penumbral iff it is 
umbrally numerical. 
ProoJ: Consider the dual maps 
,A(E), - J(E), 0 Q A E*Cxl OQ 
Y t 
P 
&*CCAll - &*[[A11 OQ - FE,(P))@ Q, 
where q(x) is penumbral iff q(x) aim p, or equivalently iff 
oi-1q(x) E .-W), . 
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Take a E J(E), @ Q. Then by duality 
aE,A(E),o(PIa)EE,cE~, 
for all /I E &*[ [A]]. So if we select an E*-basis p,, fi2 ,..., /I ,,..., for 
FE*[[A]], we obtain 
~E,NE),-<~,I a)~&> t = 0, 1, 2 )... . (6.6) 
Next, we choose B, = (A + 1)’ = (P)‘, which is an admissible choice of 
basis since (A + l)‘= A’ modulo (At-l,..., A, 1). So by (6.6), q(x) is penum- 
bral 
o (e”@ 1 &‘q(x)) E E,, t = 0, 1, 2 )...) 
* (de’@’ I q(x)) E&., t = 0, 1, 2 )... . 
Hence, by (3.8), q(x) is penumbral iff q(t#) E E,, t = 0, 1, 2 ,..., as sought. 
Notes 6.7. (i) xn is penumbral for all E and n. 
(ii) It sometimes pays to choose a slightly different basis for 
FE*[[A]] in the proof of 6.5, to obtain a more convenient charac- 
terisation. Thus if we take p, = A’ we obtain 
4(x) is penumbral 
*q(x) is umbrally numerical 
* C~‘dx)l,=,~E,, t = 0, 1, 2 )... . 
(iii) If E, is free, as in 6.8, 6.13, 6.14, then 17(E), rA(E),. So the 
penumbral coalgebra furnishes complete information about A(E), . 
EXAMPLES 6.8. (i) Consider H=(Z,D), with d=(l,O ,... ). So 
n(H), c O[x], and by 6.7(ii) q(x) is umbrally numerical iff q”‘(O)E Z. 
Thus 
q(x)=a,+a,x+$ x2+ . . . +2Exm some n, 
where each uk E Z. So Z7( H), is the divided power coalgebra Z { 1, x, 
x2/2! ,..., x”/n! ,... }: see 4.2(ii). 
(ii) Take K= (K,, (eUD - 1)/u), with 4 = (1, U, u2 ,... ). So 
H(K)* c Q[u, u-‘][x]. 
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Choosing (ud + l)‘, f= 0, 1,2,... as basis, and remembering that 
(eUD I dx))=d ) u , we deduce that q(x) is umbrally numerical 
Oq(tu)EZ[U, u-l], t = 0, 1, 2 )... . (6.9) 
Since n(K), Z Z[u, u-l] @I 17(K),, let us focus attention on 17(K),, for 
which it helps to write q(x) as qU(uwlx), since y = u-lx has dimension zero. 
Then 
4u(Y) E 17(K), - 
q,(y) E QCYI and 
s,(t) E c t = 0, 1, 2 ,... . 
Thus n(K), is the coalgebra A of numerical polynomials, already well 
documented (e.g., see [ 151). 
Clearly, describing n(K), as Z [ U, u -‘I @ A is entirely equivalent to 
using (6.9). 
In both the examples above, n(E), is actually a subalgebra of EQ,[x], 
which is not in general true, as we shall see in 6.14. 
The penumbral coalgebra lends substance to the idea of the normalised 
associated sequence b,E of E, as expounded in 4.11, and allows a description 
more in keeping with the traditional detinition [14]. We shall write 
b,(x) E EQ![x] for the image of b,E under the projection A(E), + n(E),. 
DEFINITION 6.10. The elements b,,(x) E D(E), are called the associated 
polynomial sequence of E. 
Sometimes, if the context is clear, we call b,(x) simply the associated 
sequence. Of course, b,(x) is penumbral for each n. 
LEMMA 6.11. The sequence b,,(x) is a divided power sequence, i.e., 
b,(x+y)= f: bk(x)bn-k(y), 
k=O 
and forms a set of E,-generators for 17(E), . 
Proof. We have 
i b/c(xO1)b,--k(l@x)= i bk(x)@bb,-k(x) 
k=O k=O 
= 6b,(x) 
=6,(6x) 
=b,(xOl+lOx). 
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So under the isomorphism 
EQ*Cxl om*cx1 -EQ*L-x3 Yl 
given by x @ 1 H x, 10 x H y, we obtain the required formula. 
That b,(x) generate II(E), is a direct consequence of the definitions. 
Note from 5.5 and 6.11 that if A(E) admits a pth power map, p > 0, then 
b,(PX) = 1 bk,(X) b!Jx) . . . bk,(x)> 
summing over sequences with k, + . . . + k, = n. 
There are several classical ways to compute the polynomials b,(x), some 
of which we shall describe in Section 7. For now, remark that, by 
definition, 
&z(x) = b,- l(x), n = 0, 1) 2 )...) (6.12) 
and that this provides a workable, if laborious, recursion procedure. 
Clearly b,(x) = 1, b,(x) = x. 
EXAMPLES 6.13 (See 6.8). (i) H= (Z, D): b,(x) = x”/n! since 
D(x”/n!) = x”- ‘/(n - l)!. 
(ii) K= (K,, (e”o- 1)/u): b,(x) = u”(~~~‘), where (“,I”) is the fat- 
torial polynomial uplx(u-‘x - l)‘.. (up lx -n + 1)/n!. This follows from 
the fact that {eUD - l)/u}(“,‘“) = u-yp;,, or that, in the notation of 
6.8(ii), (5;) forms a basis for A over Z (see [15]). 
(iii) @ = (@,, e@ - 1) as in 3.3(iii). There is no familiar formula for 
b,,(x) here (see 9.11), but the recursion (6.12) gives 
b,(x)=x, bAx)= 
x(x-4,) 
2 3 b,(x) = 
x(x’ - 34, x + 34: - 42) 
6 
COROLLARY 6.14. n(H), and n(K), above are algebras, the former 
since 
bm(x)bn(x)= mn+nb,+,(x), ( > 
and the latter by the convolution identity 
bmtx)bn(x)=T (Ifi)( i”n) Q+“-‘bi(x). 
However, IZ(@), is not an algebra, since, for example, 
b,(x) b(x) = Wx) + %,b,(x) + 4112 - 4:) b,(x). 
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Note also that given any Sheffer sequence SF” E A(E),, by (4.12), we may 
consider the polynomial Sheffer sequence s:“(x) = s,(x) E EQ,,[x] via the 
projection A(E), --f D(E), . By a similar proof to 6.11, we can deduce that 
s,(x) is also divided power, in the sense that 
s,b+y)= 2 bk(X)Lk(Y)P 
k=O 
and forms an alternative set of E,-generators for 17(E),. 
We shall investigate the j-operator SE by studying its projection into 
17(E),. Visibly, SE b,- i(x) = b,(x). In fact, many of the familiar formulae 
of umbra1 calculus occur in the penumbral context: we shall enlarge on this 
point in Section 7. 
7. SOME FORMULAE 
We now describe how several well-known formulae arise in our setting. 
Before we begin, we should refer back to 3.13, and the conjugate 
d-operator i?= (E,, a). So there are two penumbral coalgebras 
17(E)* GJ=*CXl F,WE)*, (7.1) 
whose relationship is, in general, a complex and interesting problem. 
DEFINITION 7.2. The images of the elements bf under the projection 
A(E), -+ 17(E), are written as b-,(x)~EQ*[x], and called the conjugate 
polynomial sequence of E. 
Of course, since 5=(x) is the associated sequence of ,!?, 6.11 applies to 
show it is a divided power sequence, and forms a set of E,-generators for 
mE* 1. 
EXAMPLE 7.3. Take K= (K,, (eUD-- 1)/u), so b,(x)= u”(“~“) as in 
6.13(ii). Then bJx) = u~cT,(u~‘x), where CJ,(U-~X) is the exponential 
polynomial (see [ 14, p. 1173 ), 
o.(uplx)=-J i S(n, k)(u-‘~)~, 
’ k=O 
and the S(n, k) are Stirling numbers of the second kind. 
This follows from the observation that, in this case, 2 = u-l log( 1 + uD): 
see 7.20. 
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Henceforth, we shall rely on the identifications established in Section 6, 
WEI* 0 Q - WEQ), - EQ*Cxl - ~*cxlo Q (7.4) 
and their duals 
E*ccdll OQ - EQ*[c~ll - EQ*((D)) - E*((D))OQ. 
(7.51 
Without further comment, we shall attach the same label to elements which 
correspond under these isomorphisms. 
PROPOSITION 7.6. The E,-endomorphism b: ZT(EQ), + D(EQ), defined 
by b(x”) = n! b,(x) is a coalgebra isomorphism. 
Its dual b*: EQ*((D)) + EQ*((D)) is the algebra automorphism specified 
by b*A = D. 
Proof That b is a coalgebra map follows from the fact that 
It is an isomorphism because n! b,(x) = x” modulo lower powers of x. Thus 
b* is an algebra isomorphism, whose description is provided by 
We shall call such a b the penumbral operator associated to E: so 
bEOp”@Q. 
PROPOSITION 7.7. The set of penumbral operators forms a group under 
composition, isomorphic to the group of A-operators described in 3.13. 
Proof: Let b and b’ be penumbral operators associated, respectively, to 
E=(E,, A) and to E’=(E*, A’). Then bob’ is associated to (E,, AoA’) 
since 
(bob’)* A=b’*D 
e. (b o b’)* $ o 4’(D) = b’*&(D) = b’*A’ = D. 
So bob’ is indeed a penumbral operator. 
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Clearly b 0 1 = lo b = b, where 1 is associated to (E,, D). Furthermore, 
each b has compositional inverse 6 associated to $ since 
(bob)* A=6*D=b*&A)=A. 
Associativity is trivial. 
Comparing with 3.13, we see that the required isomorphism is precisely 
b-A. 
Thus, given two associated sequences b,(x), b:(x) c II(E we have a 
recipe for their penumbral composition as follows: 
(bob’), (xl = b:(b), bk - k! bk(X). 
Observe that (b 0 6), (x) = (60 b), (x) = x”/n!. 
We can now state 
(7.8) 
THEOREM 7.9. The following formulae hold in n(EQ), 0 EQ*((D)) 
(i) e”Q’D = ebQA bk = k! bk(x), 
(ii) e.~QZ = ebQD 3 
(iii) e-rod = ebQD t!ik = k! bk(X). 
ProojI Since all modules are free and locally finite over E,, the 
canonical E,-homomorphism 
n(E~),OE&P*((D))jHom~,(E~*((D)), EQ*((D))) 
is an isomorphism. Moreover, by definition both C x”@ D&/n! and 
C b,(x) @ A” map to 1. Hence they are equal, establishing (i). 
Then (ii) is a consequence of (i) after replacing D by i(D) = 6; and 
applying (ii) to E produces (iii). 
COROLLARY 7.10 (Taylor’s theorem for A). Given a E E,, we have 
P(a + x) = f b(a) Akp(x) in Z7(E), 
k=O 
for each polynomial p(x) E E,[x]. 
Proof: We let n(EQ),@ EQ*((D)) act on l7(EQ), in the obvious 
fashion, and apply (i) with x = a to p(x). This gives 
euBDp(x)= 2 akgp(x)=p(a+x) 
k=O . 
=ebQAp(X) = f  b,(a) dkp(X). 
k=O 
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Before passing on to closed forms for associated sequences, it is helpful 
to consider the j-operator SE: n(EQ), - fmQ)*, which satisfies 
SE= A-‘, and SE b,-,(x) = b,(x). The simplest example is when 
E = (E,, D), so that jE = j, defined by 
s 
n-1 Xn 
X =--, 
n 
LEMMA 7.11. There is an invertible operator PE EQ*((D)) with the 
property that jE = J P- ‘. 
Proof: P has to satisfy A = PD = DP, so if A = ebD - 1 we have 
P=l+& $+ ... 
D’ 
+$i 7 
(I+ l)! + ...) 
with the required properties. 
Note that we cannot write SE= P-’ j, since the right-hand side will act 
on any xn to produce a result with nonzero constant term. In other words 
we only have 
s pp’=pp’ I mod EQ,, (7.12) 
where EQ, is the summand of scalars in EQ, [xl. 
Comparing 7.11 with [ 141, and considering 7.17, we label P the transfer 
operator for E, or for b,(x). As we shall see, computing P-’ and its powers 
is especially important. 
DEFINITION 7.13. Write 
p-1 = eBED, (B~)~ = B;E EQZk 
and for n = 2, 3,..., write 
p-n = e”BED, fnB”)knBf~ EQ,,. 
We call the elements Bf the generalised Bernoulli numbers for E, or just the 
E-Bernoulli numbers; and the elements “Bf we call the nth order E-Ber- 
noulli numbers. 
The polynomials 
“BED~m=xm+ . . . +“Bf 
m 
e 0 X i “-i+ . . . +“B; (7.14) 
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are called the (nth order) E-Bernoulli polynomials, denoted by 
“BE(x) E ECL&[x], or B:(x) if n = 1. 
Thus computing “Bf, “Bf,..., is equivalent to finding P-“. 
Note also that 
s m--l- x - eBEDXm - 1 E by 7.11, 7.13 
=k (B:(X) - B&) by (7.12). 
EXAMPLES, 7.15. (i) Let K= (K,, (euD - 1)/u), so that P= 
(euD - 1 )/&I. Then 
eBKD UD BUD 
=T=e , Bk=Bk, 
e 
where Bk is the classical Bernoulli number designated by 
t/(e’-- l)= f Bk tk/k! 
k=O 
(e.g., see [4]). 
Thus Bf= ukBkE O[u, a-‘], so justifying the terminology of 7.13. 
(ii) Let @=(0,,e4D-1). Then 
so 
e(B’+ b)D -e*D=D 9 
and we acquire the formula 
(B@ + 4)” - (Be)” = 0, ( B@)k = Bf’, 4’ = #,- 1 (7.16) 
valid for all n > 1. We can now employ this recursively. So n = 2 gives 
2Bf+qb,=O, i.e., By= -$, 
and n = 3 then implies 
3B: + 3Bf& + q& = 0, i.e., Bf = b{ 3& - 24,). 
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The calculation rapidly becomes complicated, and is discussed further 
in Section 10. Remark that Bf= -(4,Jk + 1) mod(d,,..., dkPl), so 
Bk” # 0, Vk. 
In fact the methods of 7.15(ii) are prototypical, a philosophy we shall 
pursue in Section 10. 
We can now return to obtaining closed forms for b,(x). One such 
requires us to consider the dual maps 
and 
x: E*[x] --) E*[x] s.t. x1- ’ H x’. 
We write (d/dD) f(D) as f(D), and call i the Pincherle derivative of A. SO 
Li=1+&D+&DC2)+ ... +#lD,j,+ ... 
is invertible in E*((D)). Also, an easy calculation shows (see [13]) 
2 =Ax-XA on E*[x]. 
We now have at our disposal all the techniques and information 
necessary to mimic the standard proofs of the closedforms theorem. 
THEOREM 7.17. Zfb,(x) is the associated sequence for E = (E,, A), and if 
A = DP, then 
(i) b,(x)=! Pp’b,-,(x)=eBED fb,-,(x)-c, 
where c E EQ, is the constant term; 
(ii) n! b,(x) = 6Pp”-‘x”, 
(iii) n! b,(x) = xPp”x+ ‘. 
Proof: (i) is immediate from 7.11 and (7.12). 
For (ii) and (iii), which are also known as transfer formulae, simply 
translate the proof of [ 13, 3.8.11 into our notation and setting. It is worth 
noting in passing that (ii) and (iii) may be alternatively expressed as 
rib,(x) = XA -lb,- ,(x), (7.18) 
since d is visibly invertible. 
These expressions are remarkably powerful, and will, in future, enable us 
to carry out explicit computations with associated sequences. 
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COROLLARY 7.19. Let E = (E,, A) and E’ = (E,, A’) be A-operators, 
where A = DP and A’ = DP’. Suppose further that the respective associated 
sequences are b,,(x) and b;(x). Then 
(iv) b;(x) = ~‘~-‘(P’)-~-’ Pn+lb,(x), 
(v) b;(x)=x(PP’-‘)“x-‘b,(x). 
ProoJ These formulae also follow directly by the methods of [ 133, and 
are given, for example, in [ 111. 
EXAMPLES 7.20. Let K= (K,, (euD - 1)/u). In this case A = euD, so by 
(7.18), 
rib,(x) = xePuDb,- 1(x). 
By iteration, this verifies that 
b,(x)=u” 
as described in 6.13(ii). 
Further, 2 = l/( 1 + uD), so 
&,(x)=x(1 +uD)bm,_,(x) 
=x~n,,(x)+xu6n~,(x), 
which is the recurrence formula for the exponential polynomials ~,(u-ix) 
(see 7.3.). 
8. LEIBNIZ A-OPERATORS 
Motivated by the example H= (Z, D), we turn our attention to 
A-operators with certain multiplicative properties. These generalise the 
familiar Leibniz rule that 
D(p(x) q(x)) = p(x) Dq(x) + q(x) Dp(x), 
given p(x), q(x) E Uxl. 
We shall consider E*[x] as an E,-algebra with the usual pointwise 
product of polynomials. 
DEFINITION 8.1. We say that E = (E,, A), or A itself, is Leibniz if there 
are elements 
eiiE Ez(i+j- I), Vi, j>O 
such that for any p(x), q(x) E E,[x], 
A(p(x) q(x)) = p(x) Aq(x) + q(x) Ap(x) + c e&A$(x))(Ajq(x)). 
i.i 
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Since the ey are independent of p(x) and q(x) there are relations amongst 
them, as well as with the elements tii of the d-sequence. 
EXAMPLES 8.2. If d = b(D) is Leibniz, then 
(i) ei,=ej,, V’i,j>O. 
This follows since d(p(x) q(x)) = A(q(x)p(x)) for all p(x), q(x). Also 
(ii) 2e2, = 3e3, + 2e,,e,*, 
which is a consequence of the fact that 
&b(x) 4(x)1 r(x)) = &J(x)(q(x) 4-y))) for all P(X), q(x), f-b). 
This associativity property implies an infinite sequence of relations 
amongst the eti’s of which (ii) is the simplest. 
(iii) ell = dl, et, + 2e,? = &, 
which arise from expanding, for example, d-x2 and dx3, respectively. These 
too are the first of an infinity of relations, most easily obtained by 
expanding Ax” for each n. 
Clearly H = (Z, D) is Leibniz with ei, = 0 for all i, j. For two somewhat 
more interesting examples, we refer to 
PROPOSITION 8.3. (i) K = (K, , (euD - 1 )/u) is Leibniz. 
(ii) @ = (a,, e4D - 1) is not Leibniz. 
Proof: (i) The identity 
shows that e,, = U, eV = 0 if i, j > 1, thus confirming 8.2(iii). 
(ii) From 8.2(iii), if e12 exists it must satisfy the equation 
2e,, =&-d:. But this is impossible in @.+. 
The case of @ is typical, and the theme of this section is that we can 
always suitably extend an arbitrary E = (E,, A) such that the result is 
Leibniz. 
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So take E,, and consider formal symbols eV, i,j> 0, of dimension 
2( i + j - 1). Form the polynomial algebra 
EJel = E,Ce,,, e12, e21,-.., +..I, 
and consider the relations imposed on E*[e] by equating coefficients of 
powers of x in the expressions 
/j,?y+n = x” Ax” + xn Ax” + 1 eq( A’x”)( A’x”). (8.4) 
i. i 
for all m, n > 0. 
For example, focusing on x~+~-’ yields 
(“l”) ,1={(~)+(9)},l+mne,,, 
whence 4, = e,, . 
Let 14 E*[e] be the ideal generated by all such relations, and set 
LE, = E, [e]/1, so that there is a canonical E,-linear map I: E, --t LE,. It 
is worth commenting at this point that LE, is not necessarily a free 
E,-module. We shall continue to denote by bi, eii the images of those 
elements under 1, so that A still acts on LE, [x] by the formula e@’ - 1. 
Write LE = ( LE,, A). 
PROPOSITION 8.5. LE is Leibniz. 
Proof. By very construction LE, contains elements eV such that A has 
the Leibniz property for terms xk, all k. Further, A is linear over LE, by 
definition. 
So given 
P(X) = c PwJrnY q(x) = 1 wn in LE,C~l, 
m n 
by linearity 
A(&) q(x)) = A 
( 
1 pmqnXm+n 
m,n > 
= c pmqn Ax”‘+” 
m,n 
as required. 
x”’ Ax” + xR Ax” + 1 eJA’x”)(A’x”) 
I 
+ qb-1 A&) + c $WWMx))> 
iTi 
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This suggests 
DEFINITION 8.6. LE is the Leibniz extension of E, 
Of course, if E is Leibniz then (8.4) ensures that LE = E. 
Leibniz extensions can be difficult to compute explicitly, even though the 
answer may have a simple structure. For example, if we take @ of 8.3(ii), 
constructing L@ appeals to a major result of Lazard, as explained in Sec- 
tion 9. Accordingly, we shall postpone a detailed discussion until then. 
Recall from Section 4 that we can associate to LE the LE-coalgebra 
A(LE), and the LE-algebra LE[ [A]]. We shall now explain how these have 
particularly attractive properties, which hinge upon the fact, so far not 
used, that E,[x] and the umbra1 algebra E*((D)) are dual Hopf algebras 
over any E, . The product in E, [x] is product of polynomials (see 8.1), 
(8.7 ) 
whilst the dual coproduct satisfies 
6(D)=D@l+l@D. 
The antipodes are x H -x and D H -D, respectively. 
THEOREM 8.8. II( and LE* [ [A]] are dual Hopf algebras over LE, 
and the maps 
. . 1. “EJx] +A(LE),, j: “E*[[A]] -, LE*((D)) 
are dual Hopf algebra maps. 
Proof First, we shall work with LE*[ [A]], and define a coproduct by 
6d=,4@1+1@4+Ce,jdi@d’, (8.9) 
i, i 
so that &I” = (&I)“. Note that 8.2(i) and (ii) imply that 6 is cocommutative 
and coassociative. For augmentation, we assign to each power series f(d) 
its constant term. 
To exhibit an antipode, it suffices to find z(d) E E*[ [A]] satisfying 
A + I(A) + 1 e,iAi(l(A))i= 0, 
4.i 
which is simply a matter of solving linear recursions to obtain 
z(A)= -A+e,,A2-eT,A3+ ... . 
To check that j is a Hopf algebra map, consider 
(6ojA 1 xm@x”) = 1= (j@jo6A 1 xm@xn) 
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if (m,n)=(O, 1) or (LO), and 
(6ojA 1 x”Qx”) = (A 1 Xm+“) 
= 1 c e&l’x”)(djx”) 
(I i, i 
=g e&A’ 1 x”)(Aj 1 x”) 
> 
by 8.1 
by (8.9) 
if m, n > 1. 
Remark that we then have 
whence jz( A) = e- 9D - 1, and by (8.7) j preserves antipodes. 
Finally, we dualise the whole proof to obtain the result for i. 
Note that the multiplication induced on A(E), can be described 
explicitly in terms of the associated sequence. We obtain 
b;b,E= 1 (6Ak I b;@b;) b:. 
k=l 
Thus 
(bp)2=2bf+e,,bf, b~b~=336~+2e,,b~+e,,b~. 
More specifically, and referring back to 6.13, 
(8.10) 
EXAMPLES 8.11. (i) For H= (Z, II), b,HbR= (“‘,“) b,H+,. 
(ii) For K= (K,, (e”- 1)/u), 
Of course, 8.8. holds for any E which is Leibniz, since in that case 
LE= E. 
We also have (see 5.5), 
COROLLARY 8.12. Zf E is Leibniz, it admits power maps 
[PI: 4% + 4EL, [PI: E*CCAll +E*CCAll 
for each p E Z. 
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Proof: Since LE= E, we can utilise 8.8 to define 
for p>O. Coupled with [O]=O and [-l]=l, we take C-p]= 
c-11~cPI. 
The construction for E*[ [A]] is dual. 
There is a great deal more to be said about power maps with reference to 
the theory of formal groups, e.g., see [6]. The connection is made by (8.9), 
which states precisely that 6 is a formal group law over E*, thus explaining 
the formulae in 8.2. This formal group law has d as its exp series. 
We terminate this section with an explanation of the universal property 
enjoyed by LE,. This requires a new notion. 
DEFINITION 8.13. A morphism g: E + F of d-operators E = (E, , A, ) and 
F= (F*, A*) is a Hopf algebra map g: E*[x] -+ F,[x] which makes com- 
mutative the diagram 
E*[x] g F*[x] 
Al 
I I 
A2 
E,Cxl g F, [xl 
PROPOSITION 8.14. LE is universal for morphisms g: E + F, where F is 
Leibniz. Thus there is a unique morphism “g: LE --, F such that g = “g 0 1. 
ProoJ: We must construct a commutative diagram 
E, [xl 
I 
g \ i 
/ 
F*Cxl 
5 
LE, [xl 
such that A,0 “g= LgoA,. 
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Begin by extending g to 2: E,[e][x] + F,[x] according to the rule 
geV =fU, i, j > 0. This is the only permissible choice, since if A2 0 g = 2 o Al 
then 
A,~~(x”+“)=A,(g(x)“g(x)“) 
= g(x)” 42 g(x)” + g(x)” 4 g(x)” + ~&(A: g(xYX4 g(x)“), 
ii 
whereas 
~,A,x”+~= 2 xm AIx”+x” A,x”+c eJA\x”)(Ai,x”) 
1 ii I 
= g(x)“’ A z g(x)” + g(x)” A z g(x)“’ 
+ c iT(e,iM g(x)“kf’, g(x)“). 
i, i 
Now recall that the ideal la E*[e] with the property LE,[~] = 
E, [e] [xl/Z is generated by expressions 
Alx”+m -xXmAlx”-x” A,x”-c eV(Afx”)(Ajx”). 
i, i 
So our choice of g’ ensures that g(Z) = 0, because F is Leibniz. Thus g 
extends to a unique “g with the required properties. 
As usual, we can now deduce that LE is unique up to isomorphism, 
amongst A-operators having the property 8.14. 
9. UNIVERSAL A-OPERATORS 
We are now equipped to move on to one of our main themes, which 
echoes the idea of the generic A-series as expounded, for example, in [14]. 
THEOREM 9.1. The A-operator 0 = (0,) edD - 1) is universal. Thus, 
given a A-operator E = (E, A), there is a unique morphism gE: 0 --, E. 
Proof We must show the existence of a unique Hopf algebra map gE 
which makes commutative the diagram 
a*cx1 @ ’ E*Cxl 
&D-l 
1 1 
A 
@*[xl gE ’ E,Cxl (9.2) 
Let us write A = etiD - 1. 
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We have to choose gEl = 1, so the fact that (ebD - 1) x = 1 and Ax = 1 
requires that gEx = x. Thus we must take g’%” = xn for n = 1,2,... . Further- 
more, 
g”( e6D - l)x”=gE (nx-~+(;)hx-‘+ . . . +lnP,l) 
=.,n-I+ 0 ; k%) xn-* + ... + k”Ll) 1, 
whereas 
Ax”=nx”-‘+ 
So by induction, if we have selected gE4k = rjk, k = 0, l,..., n - 2, we must 
takegEd,-l=+n-,. 
To recap: in order that (9.2) should commute, we have to choose 
gEx” = x” and g”#, = $,, n = 0, 1, 2 ,.... (9.3) 
But Qp, is the ring generated by 41, d2 ,..., so (9.3) does indeed define a uni- 
que Hopf algebra map, as sought. 
Henceforth we shall refer to CD as the universal A-operator. As with any 
universal construction, it is unique up to isomorphism. 
In fact we can extend 9.1 a little, if we make one further observation. 
LEMMA 9.4. A morphism g: E + F of A-operators gives rise to a com- 
mutative diagram 
4% g -A(F), 
where g: A(E) * + A(F) * is a coalgebra map. 
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Proof: The extra map g must perforce be defined by gb,E= b,F, 
n = 0, l,..., and is extended by linearity. 
So as an addendum to 9.1 we have 
COROLLARY 9.5. Given a A-operator E, there is a unique coalgebra map 
gE: A(@), + A(E), which satisfies A 0 gE = gE 0 (ebb - 1). 
Thus we refer to A(@) as the universal A-operator coalgebra. 
Note that corresponding results also apply to the penumbral coalgebra 
n(G)* = @Q*cxl. 
PROPOSITION 9.6, Given a A-operator E, there is a unique coalgebra map 
gE: 17(Q), + n(E)* which satisfies A 0 gE = gEo (e@ - 1). 
Proof Define gE on penumbral polynomials by 
gE(pO+ PIx+ *** + p,x”) = g”po + (g”p,) x + * * . + (g”p,) x”. 
Thus we refer to the polynomials bz(x)E @Q,[x] as the universal 
associated polynomials. 
EXAMPLE 9.7. Consider K= (K, ,(euD - 1 )/u). By 9.1, gK: @* -+ K, is 
given by gK&= uk, k=O, l,.... Thus, by referring to 6.13(ii) and (iii), we 
can construct the factorial polynomials b,K(x) = u”(~~‘~) by applying gK to 
b:(x), as in 9.6. For example, 
gKbf = gK($x(x2 - 34,x + (34; - &))) 
= $x(,2 - 3ux + 2u2) 
= b?(x). 
Using the closed form theorem of Section 7, we can obtain systematic, 
albeit complicated, formulae for b:(x). We first study the conjugate 
polynomials (also universal) b:(x) E @Q*[x]. 
DEFINITION 9.8 (cf. [ 14, p. 1183). Write 
‘,?tx) =; i B&(&, $2 ,...) xk. 
’ kc0 
We ti Bi,k=Bi,k(dl, d2 ,... )EE[dI, b2 ,... ] the A-Bellpolynomials. 
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They are related to the standard Bell polynomials, widely used in com- 
binatorics (see [ 12]), by the formula 
B&c = Bn,,(L 41, hr...). 
Using 7.9(ii), and proceeding as in [14], we can explicitly compute 
BA = n,k c n! ($fyJ.... j,+,2+ . ..= k j,!j,!... 
j ,  + 2jz + = n 
Since 8,“(x) = b:(x), we deduce that 
bf(X)=; i B:,,(h ‘h-,X” 
’ k=O 
= j$ k.io 8,4kXk. 
Alternatively, using the transfer formula 7.17(iii), we arrive at 
(9.10) 
Thus 
SO 
nlb@(x)=x 4 . n 
0 
- II 
D 
xn-l = x”B,“_ ,(x). 
b:(x) =; 79’ “B” 
1=0 
lyk = n-l ( > k-1 nB:-k- 
Neither side of this equation admits easy calculation, and we content 
ourselves with a formula for B,dk, , obtained as in [14] from 7.17. This for- 
mula is equivalent to employing the Lagrange inversion process to express 
4 in terms of I$. 
PROPOSITION 9.1 I. 
As examples (consistent with 6.13(iii)), we have 
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This approach is tantamount to attempting to relate ZZ(@), and ZZ(G)* 
in @O[x], a problem which deserves further consideration. 
Let us now turn our attention to Leibniz d-operators, where the 
situation is more subtle. 
THEOREM 9.12. The A-operator ‘0 = (%B.+, edD - 1) is the universal 
Leibniz A-operator. Thus, given a Leibniz A-operator F= (F,, A), there is a 
unique morphism hF: L@ + F. 
Proof: By 9.1 there is a unique morphism gF: @ + F. So by 8.14, there is 
a unique extension LgF: L @ -+ F, and we write LgF= hF. 
COROLLARY 9.13. Given a Leibniz A-operator F, there is a unique Hopf 
algebra map hF: AfL@), +.4(F), which satisfies AohF=hFo(edD- 1). 
In view of the universality of L@, and so as to conform with topological 
notation, we shall write L@ = U= (U,, A). The structures of the ring U, 
and the Hopf algebra A(U), are especially interesting. 
THEOREM 9.14. The extension CD.+ U, is an inclusion, and induces an 
isomorphism @Q, -3 UQ,. Moreover, U, is a polynomial algebra Z [w] 
on generators w, , w2 ,..., w, ,..., where dim w, = 2n. 
Proof. Recall that the extension homomorphism is given by the projec- 
tion 
1: zC41 -+HC@, ell4 
where Z is the ideal obtained by equating coefficients in (8.4). 
By expanding Ax”+ ’ as A(x . xn), a simple induction shows that 
41 = ell,..., tin = n! e,, + e(n), (9.15) 
where e(n) is an integral linear combination of 2n-dimensional monomials 
in el,-,,..., e12, e,,. Thus Z contains the subideal Z’ generated by 
4,--n! e,,- e(n), n = 1, 2 ,..., whence 1 factors through the projection 
Z[q5] +Z[#, e]/Z’rZCel. 
So U, z Z[e]/J, where J is the quotient ideal ZfZ and is obtained by 
equating coefficients in Eqs. (8.4), which are now to be regarded as lying in 
z[e][x]. Hence, as documented in 8.2(i), (ii), J is generated by elements 
of two types. 
For the first type, we expand Ax’+” as A(x’. x’) and A(xj*x’), and so 
obtain eV - eii E J for all i and j. For the second type, we let 
A(xp(x4 * x’)) - A((xp. x”) xr) = 1 PVk(e)(AixP)(A’xq)(Akx’), 
li,k 
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where P&e), i, j, k = 0, 1, 2 ,..., are certain polynomials in the eti (which are 
independent of p, q, r). So we obtain P,(e) E J for all i, j and k. 
We may now appeal to standard results in formal group theory, as 
expounded, for example, in [6] (or, with gradings incorporated, in [2]) to 
deduce that U, is the universal Lazard ring. Therefore U, has the stated 
polynomial structure, and the theory further informs us that any choice of 
generators w, will satisfy W,E Q[el,, e,,-,,..., eliI. Applying (9.15) then 
completes our proof. 
Notes 9.16. (i) We have alreay seen in 8.3(ii) that certain elements of 
@* are divisible in U,, and 9.14 confirms that each generator w, must lie 
in Q[4i,..., d,]. Such divisibility, and the related question of identifying U, 
inside Q[dl, & ,..., 4, ,... 1, is a subtle and important problem. It will surface 
briefly in Section 10, and recur in detail in IV. 
(ii) Recalling (8.9), the coproduct 
6A=A@1+1@A+~eOAi@AJ 
i.i 
on U* [ [A]] is Lazard’s universal formal group. 
(iii) Dually, appealing to 9.13, A( U), is the universal Leibniz 
A-coalgebra. Thus the formulae for products bib: provided by (8.10) are 
universal. As an example, (8.10) gives 
b~b,U=3by+2&,b$‘+${&-~;} bf’ (9.16) 
in A(U),. Applying the extension hK: U, + K, of 9.7, which exists by 9.12 
(since K is Leibniz), we obtain 
b fbf = 3bF + 2ubf. (9.17) 
This agree with 8.11(ii). 
The same remarks apply to the polynomials b:(x), conveniently labelled 
the universal multiplicative associated polynomials. Of course, by the 
isomorphism @Q.,..x] E UQ,[x] of 9.14, b:(x) corresponds to b:(x). So 
the analogue of (9.16) and (9.17) is provided by 6.14. 
10. BERNOULLI NUMBER THEORY 
We can now return to one of the central motivations of our work, 
namely the theory of the Bernoulli numbers introduced in 7.13. 
In the light of 9.1, we first remark that the @-Bernoulli numbers 
Bf E @QZk play a priveleged role. 
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PROPOSITION 10.1. The @-Bernoulli numbers are uniuersal. Thus, given a 
A-operator E = (E,, etiD - 1 ), the morphism gE: @ + E of 9.1 satisfies 
gEBf= Bf in EQzk. 
Proof: As in 7.15, we have 
eB’+- D D 
-e(D-- eBED=etiD- 1. 
Then by referring to (9.3), gE satisfies g”&, = tjn, n =O, 1,2 ,.... So 
&fEeD = eBED and gEBf = Bf. 
Similarly, the “Bf are universal, n > 1. 
Henceforth we shall refer to the BF as the universal Bernoulli numbers. 
The calculations of 7.15 can then be placed in their universal context, as 
promised. Thus, for example, the formulae 
Bf= -$ Bf=f (3&--24,) 
of 7.15(ii) transform under gK: @* + K, of 9.7 into 
These agree with 7.15(i), and verify the standard facts that B, = - 4, Bz = i. 
Of course, under the isomorphism @I& E UQZk provided by 9.14, B,f’ 
corresponds to Bf, both being expressible as the same rational polynomials 
in h, $2,-, dk. S o we shall often write ijk for either, so long as the context 
differentiates between them when it is necessary. 
At this point, it is also helpful to introduce certain auxiliary elements 
of @*. 
DEFINITION 10.2. For any n, k=O, 1,2 ,..., let S@(k, n) E QZckpnn) be 
defined by 
tebD - ’ 1” = eS@( .n)D 
n! 
9 S@( , n)” = S@(k, n) 
in @*((D)). We call the S@(k, n) the @-Stirling numbers, and write 
A@(k, n) = n! S@(k, n). 
In fact we could similarly define SE(k, n) and AE(k, n) for any 
A-operator E. Thus in K,, SK(k, n) = uk-“S(k, n), where S(k, n) is the 
classical Stirling number of the second kind (e.g., see [ 123). We then have, 
in tandem with 10.1, that the @-Stirling numbers are universal. 
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As with the Bernoulli numbers, S@(k, n) corresponds to SU(k, n) under 
the inclusion G$, -,k, c UZtn _ kj, and we shall write L?(k, n) for either. 
Again, A(k, n) = n! S(k, n). 
We remark that the elements AE(k, n) have already appeared implicitly 
in (4.4), which may be written 
ixk= i A”(k,n) b,E. (10.3) 
The nub of the matter concerns integrality properties. As adumbrated in 
(9.16)(i), the situation will arise where, for some I E Z, ABkE Uzk, i.e., is 
integral in U, whereas Lfik$& c UZk (e.g., see 10.18 below). Correspon- 
dingly, there will be congruences of the form a(,, k) = c! mod p in Ul(k _ nj 
which fail to hold in Q2+ ,,) (e.g., see Note 10.11). 
There are several celebrated integrality theorems for B,, and hence for 
Bf, which have highly important applications; e.g., see [ 11. Our purpose 
here is to explain how some of these theorems actually extend to the 
universal situation. Although such extensions are already known (see 
[3, lo]), the proofs so far available tend to rely on methods suggested by 
algebraic topology. Our aim is to adhere more strictly to the umbra1 
approach, and so provide a more natural framework for the results. 
It transpires that the more systematic integrality properties of fik are in 
U, even though @ is universal. Correspondingly, the more systematic con- 
gruence properties of A(n, k) are in U, rather than @. 
Our main results, the von Staudt theorems, include investigating Bk for 
each prime p in turn, by working in the localised ring o,, U, = Uk 0 Z cPj. 
To prepare for the proofs, we must first exhibit certain congruences 
satisfied by the a(n, k). 
Henceforth, p is a fixed prime. 
We shall need to refer to 
Notes 10.4. (i) Since U, is torsion free, we may identify U*[ [A]] as 
a sub-Hopf algebra of the umbra1 algebra U*((D)). 
(ii) dp=O modp in U*((D)). (10.5) 
(iii) For any integer n, the n-series [n] d E U’[[A]] furnished by 
8.12 satisfies 
[n]d=nd+N(d)A* (10.6) 
for some N(~)E U*[[d]]. 
(iv) In particular, if n = -1 then by 8.8, 
[-l]d= --d+&4*-&43+z(6)44 
for some Z(d) E U*[[d]]. 
(10.7) 
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We can now prove 
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~OPOSITION 10.8. hl uu(-2(p-1), 
Al(k,p--1)s 
Omodp if (p-l)jk 
-4(d-x)(P-xI)m~p if k=d(p- 1). 
P~OO$ First, choose n E Z to be a primitive pth root of unity, SO that n’ 
is determined mod p by t mod (p - 1). 
Sjnw AP-‘=eA(~P-*)D by 10.2, we have 
(Cn-j A)P-’ =eJ”P-lPf) in U*((D)). 
Applying (10.6) and (10.5), we deduce 
,A(.p-l)D~eR(,p-l)nD 
mod p, 
whence by equating coeficients of Dk/k!, 
bk -1) ,$k,p- 1)zOmodp in %k-2(p--l). 
so 
k & Omod(p-l)=sa(k,p-l)=O modp 
thus establishing our first congruence. 
The second requires two stages. 
First, reusing (10.5) and (10,6), we have 
([n-J Ay-25 np-2dp-2 mod(p, Ape’). 
so 
(10.9) 
e~“P-2)nD~nP--zeA(.P-21D mod(p, AP-1). 
Employing (10.9), we obtain 
k & 0 mod(p-1)=>(nk-nP-2)&k,p-2)=0 modp. 
In consequence, 
k & 0, -1 mod (p- l)=s-&k,p-2)rO mod p. 
Continuing inductively in this vein, we arrive at 
k & 0, -l,..., l-t mod (p-l)*i(k,p-t)=Omodp (10.10) 
for t = 1, 2 ,..., p - 2. 
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Secondly, recall from (9.16)(ii) the coproduct 6 defined on U*[[A]]. 
This satisfies 
So in U*((D)), 
,Ac,p-l)(o~~to~‘~~+“~+lt~‘~~iI~o,, (p-lj!dQ ... Qd mod d2. 
Setting k = d(p- l), I = k- (p -2), and equating coeflicients of 
D’QD@ ... Q Dji! we deduce 
a(k, p - 1) s (p - l)! d,-, mod(,$Z, 2) ,..., a(/, p - 2),p). 
But I 1 mod (p- l), so (10.9) applies to give 
A&p- 0% -~(d-l)(p-l)modp 
as sought. 
Note 10.11. The above congruences are clearly also true in @* for 
p = 2. However, for p > 2 they fail. For example, 
a(5,2)~&--#,(6~ fOrnod 3 in Qp,. 
THEOREM 10.12 (The first von Staudt theorem). Ifp is odd, then we 
have in UQZk; 
(i) BkE JJ2k if (P - 1) ! k. 
(ii) p&~(#~~ andp&r -~p-,$d)ld-II)fp-,lmodp ifk=d(p-1). 
If p = 2 and k = 2m, then 
(iii) 28,, E c2,U4, and 2B2,=#1&,,-, mod 2. 
Proof. By (10.6), [p] A/d lies in U*[[A] J, so by 10.4(i) we can write 
[PI A - e”D, 
A 
DkZIQE u,,. 
Proceeding by comparison with 7.15(ii), we have 
so etk+ B)O - ebD = Deb*. Thus in UZk 5 
(10.13) 
(+p+&k+l-fik+‘=(k+l)ok 
4”=dQ)k-1 
Bkdk. 
(10.14) 
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Let us now examine bk more closely. By construction, [p] A arises by 
regarding the coproduct 
6A=A@l+l@A+~e,A’@Aj 
as a formal group law 
f(X,, X2) = Xl + X2 + ZeiiXtXg, 
and substituting Xi = . * * = X, = A in 
f(Xl ,-a, X,) = Xl + +a’ +X,+ze. ,.,. xt...xip 11 ‘$3 P’ (10.15) 
where ei, iP E Uz(il+ + ip) _ 2. Thus 
[p] A = pA +Zei,...,.AiL+ ‘.’ +‘p in u*CCAll, 
and a simple computation shows e,, i E @P _ I mod p. 
Since 6 is cocommutative, any permutation p E Z, satisfies 
f WI Y..., x,)=fwp(,,,...? xp(p,)> 
SO f?i, ip = eipcll.. iptpj. In addition, if G < .?CP is the stabilizer of the sequence 
(i ,,..., i,), then e, ,... ip occurs IZPI/IGj times as a coefficient in (10.14). As 
G=Z’, iff i,= .*a =iP, we obtain 
[p] A = dP- 1 AP mod (p, Ap+ ‘) in u*CCAll, 
so 
CPI A - = 4P _ 1 Ap- ’ mod(p, AP). 
A 
Returning to 10.12, and using (10.5), 
e OD=$P-lAp-l modp in u*(P)), 
whence by 10.2, 
U,=#,-,&,p-l)IIlOdfh 
Substituting in (10.13) yields 
& ((~~+~)k+‘-~k+l)~~p_la(k,~-l) modp 
in U*((D)). Thus 
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We can use this congruence to prove our theorem by induction on k, the 
case k = 1 being immediate. 
So, assuming pbj E o,,Uzj for j < k, we note that if p is odd, or if p = 2 and 
k=2m, then (l/(k+ l))(k:l)pk-j~ZC,, and is divisible by p. So in these 
cases 
dk E ($Zk and pBk=d,-,a(k,p- 1) modp. 
Appealing to (10.7) finishes the proof. 
The missing case is provided by 
PROPOSITION 10.16. 
-41 &L--- b 
2 
and Zm+lE U4m+2, Vm>O. 
2m+l 
Proof In UQ*((D)), 
1 -1 l (eBD-e-BD) 
d-m=5 
=2m;o$&. 
Using (10.7), we obtain 
which clearly lies in U* [ [d ] ] and is given by 4, mod A*. 
Substituting in (10.17) yields 
mod A2 in U*((D)). 
SO fi, = -g),/2 (as we computed by 7.16), and 
” 
OE2 1 Gz+1 D2” 
mtl 2m+ 1 (2m)! 
mod 2 using (10.5). 
Therefore &,, + I /(2m + 1) E U,, + 2 for ail m > 0. 
(10.17) 
COROLLARY 10.17. For any A-operator E = (E, , etiD - 1 ), if p is odd, 
then we have in ,??QZk ; 
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(i) BYE (p)& if (P - 1) l k. 
(ii) PB,EQEx andpB,E= -tip-lti+l)(p-l)modp 
zj-k=d(p- 1). Also 
(iii) 2BFm E f2jE4,,, and 2Bz”, = J/, +2m- 1 mod 2 
(iv) B,=-~1/2andB~~+,/(2m+1)~E,+,,Vm>0. 
Proof Apply 10.1 to 10.12 and 10.16. 
In particular, if E = K we obtain the classical von Staudt theorem as dis- 
cussed, for example, in [4]. 
Note 10.18. Both 10.12 and 10.16 fail in CD,,., as is illustrated, for exam- 
ple, by 
Jj,E -45 6 mod (h ,..., h). 
Thus fi, is not integral in 0, nor even lies in C3+P10, even though 2 j 5. 
To prove our second main theorem requires 
PROPOSITION 10.19. For any integer n, 
. 
nk(nk- 1) k % UZkC U&k. 
Proof: In EQ*( (D)), write 
Now from (10.6), 
(10.20) 
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whence 
v(d)= -$I)+-$ LlN2(d)- ... +(-l)*-$Ak-wk(A)+ ... 
in U* [ [A ] 1. Therefore 
[6*dd:y(pqzo-{ coefify in 
v(d) of A ~ /(k- l)! 
for some 6 E U2k. 
Furthermore, &(A)/& = (dv(d)/&l)* (dd/dD) and [djd/dDj],=, = 
#ji- r E U,- 2. So a simple induction yields 
[d~~(f)]D=o=-$E for some sE U2k. 
Then from 10.18 
(n’-l)$$-, 
SO nk(rlk - 1) fi,/k E U2k aS sought. 
THEOREM 10.21 (The second von Staudt theorem). 
jk 
-E (p,U2k - & E (p,U2k* 
k 
PrOOf: Clearly if Bk/k E (pjU2k, then 8, E (pjUZk. 
For the converse, remark from lo.12 that if p is odd, then Bk E (pjUZk * 
k f 0 mod (p - 1). Now choose n to be a primitive root of unity mod p. 
Then 
nk & 1 modp and nk(nk-1) & Omodp 
But by 10.19, we can express b,fk as the quotient of integers 
” 
nk(nk- 1) $ 
i 
nk(nk- 1). 
Hence &/k E (JJZk. ,. 
If p = 2 then B, E (2)U2k =ak=2m+ 1. So from 10.16 82m+1/(2m+ 1)~ 
u 4m+2= U (2) 4m+2. 
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COROLLARY 10.22. For any A-operator E= (E,, A), 
Bk” 
Proof: Apply 10.1 to 10.21. 
In conclusion, we organise the information of the two von Staudt 
theorems into a form most suitable for applications. This is helped by 
DEFINITION 10.23. For any A-operator E = (E,, A), let df~ Z be 
defined as the order of BEJk in E(Q/Z),,. We call d: the kth denominator 
of E. 
Clearly df Bf/k E EZk , and df is the smallest positive integer with this 
property. 
THEOREM 10.24. 
(i) d~=~~p--I),Zmpvp(2m)+‘, di”=2, d,U,+, = 1, see [lo]. 
(ii) d: 1 df, Vk, and 3k s.t. df # df. 
(iii) VE, k; df 1 df. 
(iv) VLeibniz F, d[ 1 dt, Vk. 
(v) VLeibniz F, if hF of 9.12 factors as 
hF U-F 
\J hX h 
K 
for some h, then d: = d[ Vk. 
Proof. (i) Combine 10.12, 10.16 and 10.21. 
(ii) d: 1 df since Q), G U *: and d: = 30 by 10.18, whereas dy = 1 by 
(0. 
(iii) Apply 10.1. 
(iv) Apply 9.12 to 10.1. 
(v) The existence of such an h proves that df I d:, Vk, whilst by (iv) 
d[ I dk”. But the classical von Staudt theorems, coupled with (i), 
demonstrate that dt = d:. Thus df = d:, Vk. 
We can describe a factorisation such as (v) by saying that F lies between 
U and K. Several topological examples enjoy this property. 
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The methods of this section, in particular (lO.l7)(ii), (iii), yield a neat 
proof of Dibag’s results [S], as readers will be able to verify. This will be 
described in more detail in III. 
11. THE E-FERMAT PROBLEM 
In our final section we discuss a curiosity which is suggested by Sec- 
tion 10. 
Since many properties of the classical Bernoulli numbers B, were 
developed by Kummer in order to attack Fermat’s last theorem (e.g., see 
[4]), and since Bf = ukBk by (7.15)(i), we are tempted to seek an analogue 
of the Fermat problem involving d-operators other than K. 
DEFINITION 11.1. Given any d-operator E = (E, , edD - 1 ), and any 
a = 0, 1) 2 )...) define (ad)” E E,, by 
(4)” = C-Y, d”-#k 
u 
for n = 1, 2, 3 ,.... 
We have actually implicitly incorporated this definition already, into the 
proofs of Section 10. 
EXAMPLES 11.2. (i) (a~)‘=aq5,, (a#)‘=a~$,+a(a- l)&, (~q5)~= 
a~3+3u(u-1)~,~,+~(u-l)(u-2)~~. 
(ii) If E=K, then fj=(1,24,24* ,...) so dk=Uk. 
Thus 
(uq5y = u”z4n, vn. (11.3) 
We can now state 
PROBLEM 11.4 (The E-Fermat problem). Find those values of n > 1 (if 
any) for which there exists nonzero integers, a, b, c such that 
(4)” + (WY = (4)“. 
Thus by (11.3), the K-Fermat problem pertains to 
(a” + b”) un = c”u”, 
which is likely only to have solutions for n = 2. This corresponds well with 
Bf= ukBk. 
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Oddly, the @-Fernrat problem, which may justifiably be labelled the 
universal Fermat problem, is simply solved. 
THEOREM 11.5 (The Universal Fermat theorem). The @-Fermat 
problem has no solutions. 
Proof: By 11.1, if 
(4)” + UN = (4)” 
with n > 1, then 
4, + M, = 4, 
and 
SO 
a+b=c, (11.6) 
a’-a++‘-b=c2-c. (11.7) 
Substituting (11.6) in (11.7) gives 
a2 + b2 = c2, 
which together with (11.6) yields ab = 0. Thus a = 0 or b = 0. 
Thus it is of some interest to speculate on the E-Fermat problem for E 
between CD and K. Perhaps a judicious choice of E might highlight some of 
the difficulties of the classical case. Here is an example. 
PROFQSITION 11.6. Given any d-operator E = (E, , e90 - 1) with #2 = 4:) 
then the E-Fermat problem has solutions for n = 2. 
Proof, By 11.2(i), in this case (aq$)2 = a’@:. So 
(ah2 + (W2 = W2 
is equivalent to 
(a’+ b2) 4: = ~‘4:. 
This is satisfied, for example, by a = 3, b = 4, c = 5. 
Of course, E= K provides an example of (11.6). The problem can be 
made successively more difficult by introducing further relations amongst 
the higher dk’s. 
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For any given E-Fermat problem, it would be satisfying to establish a 
link between uniqueness of factorisation in algebraic extensions of E,, and 
the properties of the Bernoulli numbers B, . E Establishing such a link when 
E = K is, of course, one of the main features of Kummer’s work. 
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